We consider the model of composite dark matter assuming stable particles of charge −2 bound with primordial helium nuclei by Coulomb force in OHe atoms. We study capture of such dark atoms in matter and propose a possibility of existence of stable O-enriched superheavy nuclei and O-nuclearites, in which heavy O-dark matter fermions are bound by electromagnetic forces with ordinary nuclear matter. OHe atoms accumulation in stars and its possible effect in stellar evolution is also considered, extending the set of indirect probes for composite dark matter.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is overwhelming evidence for the presence of a dark matter (DM) in the Universe [1] and together with most popular, but still elusive weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) [2] , there exist numerous theoretical models including axions, sterile neutrinos, primordial black holes [3, 4] , strongly interacting massive particle (SIMP) and superweakly interacting particles (see [5] [6] [7] for review and references). Even electromagnetically interacting massive particle (EIMP) candidates are possible hidden in neutral atom-like states. Dark OHe atoms, in which hypothetical −2 charged particles are bound with primordial helium nuclei occupy special place in this list. Such models involve only one free parameter of new physics -mass of −2 charged EIMP so that many features of this type of dark matter can be described by the known nuclear and atomic physics. and was then extensively discussed in the literature, see [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and references therein. The model is particularly predictive since the only parameter which one needs to know is the mass of the O-particle. The model can explain the observed excess of positronium annihilation line in the galactic bulge and excessive fraction of high energy cosmic ray positrons, if the mass of this particle doesn't exceed 1.3 TeV, challenging direct test of this explanation in searches for stable double charged particles at the LHC [18] .
On the other hand, various hypotheses of existence of superheavy nuclei with the atomic numbers essentially higher than that of ordinary atomic nuclei have been explored. In 1971 A.B. Migdal suggested a possibility of superdense nuclei glued by a pion condensate [19] [20] [21] [22] . T.D. Lee and G.C. Wick conjectured σ-condensate superheavy nuclei [23, 24] .
A.R. Bodmer proposed collapsed quark nuclei [25] . Reference [26] demonstrated that the interior of a nucleus with a charge Z ≫ 1/e 3 , e is the charge of the electron, = c = 1, is electrically neutral and [22, 27, 28] [35] [36] [37] [38] . The other side of the problem is possible influence of dark matter captured by stars on the stellar structure and evolution. In particular, it can lead to observable effects in neutron stars [39] . The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we formulate idea of existence of Onuclearites. In Section III we take into account effects of gravitation. Then, Section IV presents some estimates for the O-nuclearite accumulation during star evolutions. Finally, Section V contains some concluding remarks.
II. SELF-BOUND O-NUCLEARITES
Consider an ordinary atomic nucleus of atomic number A. Assume that we deal with a rather heavy nucleus of isospin-symmetric composition (the number of neutrons N n is equal to the number of protons N p , A = 2N p ). Then the proton and neutron densities are n p = n n = n 0 p θ(r − R), except a narrow nuclear diffuseness layer δR ∼ 0.5 fm near the surface, 2n The energy of such a constructed O-nuclearite is
Here the first term is the volume energy of the atomic nucleus, next two terms describe the electromagnetic energy, and
is the kinetic energy of the O-fermions of the mass m O ; V = −eφ is the potential well for the electron in the field of the positive charge (e > 0, φ > 0) and on the other hand it is the potential well also for the protons in the field of the negative charge of O-particles,
is tiny, provided m O ≫ m N , where m N is the nucleon mass (following [10] in our estimations we assume m O ≃TeV), and can be neglected as well as the nuclear surface term arising due to a redistribution of the charge in a narrow diffuseness layer.
The charge distribution can be found from the Poisson equation gravity is yet unimportant. The above made assumption n p = n n = n 0 p θ(r − R) is actually not necessary, the key point here is that it is profitable to have n O (r) = 2n p (r), if there is a sufficient amount of O-particles.
Note that the value E O kin < 16MeV·A and thereby the matter of the nuclearite is self-bound provided m O > 2.3m N . Also note that we considered nuclearites which electric charge is compensated by O −− =ŪŪŪ . On equal footing we could consider antinuclearites made of antiprotons and antineutrons at typical density n ∼ n 0 with the electric charge compensated by O ++ = UUU.
III. SELF-GRAVITATING O-NUCLEARITES AND BLACK HOLES
With increase of A, the gravity comes into play. 
For an individual self-gravitating O-nuclearite to remain in a self-bounded state the nucleon density should be n < (2−2.5)n 0 since for realistic equations of state at such baryon densities the energy of the iso-symmetric nuclear matter (at switched off the Coulomb term) remains negative, see Fig. 1 in [43] . Assuming for a rough estimate that the internal pressure is of the order of that for the ideal Fermi gas of nucleons, from Eq. Note that the local density of a non-luminous mass in the Galaxies is ρ DM ≃ (3 − 7) · 10 −25 g/cm 3 [44] . We further assume that ρ DM ≃ ρ OHe and that interactions of OHe with ordinary matter are dominantly elastic. However, if O-particle enters inside an ordinary nucleus it is energetically profitable for it to remain there making the nucleus superheavy.
Thus, passing through a permanent OHe flux, nuclei with some probability absorb O and α particles yielding in inelastic collisions new {OA}
Np
Nn nuclei. Such events should be very rare at least since no one O-nucleus was observed yet, and a mechanism for O-nuclearite formation should be rather peculiar. 
where Ω Near the boundary of the neutron-star crust-core n ∼ n 0 and n n ≫ n p , n H = 0. Typically 
The maximum value for σ OHe,n is πR 2 /N n and we are able to estimate a maximum number 
